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Abstract

Using eye-movement analysis, the article examines the reading process of speech-to-text interpretation involving dynamic text emerging letter by letter on the screen. The article focuses on regressions of gaze as well as on their relationship to linguistic factors in order to reveal how the reader’s gaze behaviour reflects the reading process of dynamic text. The data come from an experiment where participants read a dynamic text on a computer screen. The results showed that the first and second landing points of regressions were generally (90.8%) content words, even though the proportion of content words in the whole data set was only 57.1%. The test subjects looked for nouns, verbs and adjectives in order to construct the meaning of what they had just read. Nouns were the most likely landing points of regressions. The landing points of regressions reflected the reading process through which the meaning of the text was constructed. In this kind of dynamic text, a typical cause of regressions seems to be incoherence resulting from omissions.
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1 Introduction

In this article, we examine the reading process of one type of dynamic text: a text that emerges letter by letter on a screen. This kind of text presentation is used in speech-to-text interpretation, where speech is simultaneously rendered into written format. Intralingual speech-to-text interpreting (termed print interpreting in our earlier studies) is needed for hard-of-hearing and late-deafened people as a communication aid which gives them access to spoken language (cf. Norberg et al. 2015). In a larger project (cf. Tiittula 2009) we investigated the quality of interpretation from various perspectives and with different methods, including eye movement analysis; one of the main questions was how comprehensible the interpretation was and how its methods could be developed in order to enhance accessibility. In the following, we address the reception of speech-to-text interpretation, especially the reading process, through an analysis of eye movements. Our aim is to analyse how the gaze behaviour of the reader reflects the reading process of this kind of dynamic text.

The present work is a pilot study, which consists of an experiment where the participants read a dynamic speech-to-text interpreted text presented on a computer monitor. The text was the output of a speech-to-text interpreting process in which a professional speech-to-text interpreter transformed a spoken conference-like presentation into written format. In Finland, speech-to-text interpreters use a standard QWERTY keyboard; that is, a stenotype is not used. Since speaking is much faster than writing, in spite of a high typing rate, errors and omissions occur. The text appears on the screen letter by letter as the speech-to-text interpreter writes, and recipients see the real-time writing process, including pauses and corrections.

Although the processes of reading and visual perception, in particular, are well studied (cf. Rayner 1998), the research and models are predominantly based on reading static text, often restricted to just one sentence at a time. Today, there is an ever increasing range of dynamic texts enabling different types of reading (for reading web pages, see, for example, Simola 2011), presumably involving different comprehension processes as well. The various formats for presenting dynamic text on screen include scrolling, paging, leading, and RSVP (Rapid Serial Visual Presentation). Scrolling involves sliding text displayed, for example, letter by letter or word by word; in Finnish speech-to-text interpreting, both methods are used. Paging presents the text divided into pages that fit the
screen. The reader can move one page at a time to continue reading. In leading, dynamic text is scrolled horizontally from right to left on a single line across the screen. Finally, RSVP presents the text in successive chunks of one or more words at a time in a predetermined location on the screen. Consecutive chunks of text are presented at a predetermined rate that may be selected by the user (Muter 1996; Potter 1984). As the use of dynamic texts is growing rapidly in different forms of translation, media presentations and computer-mediated communication, it is important to study the reading process of dynamic texts in order to make their presentation more effective.

In the present study, readers’ gaze behaviour is treated from a linguistic perspective. More precisely, the article focuses on regressions of gaze (i.e. backward-directed eye movements) as well as on their relationship to linguistic factors, such as the class of words on which the gaze lands. The aim of the article is to show that the test subjects need to read certain words again in order to construct the meaning of the text. The hypothesis is that these words are mainly content words, most often nouns\(^1\). The fact that the text is dynamic makes the experiment more interesting: indeed, as the test subjects know that they will have only a limited time to read the text before it disappears, the reading process has to be particularly efficient.

The study consists of quantitative and qualitative analysis. The quantitative analysis deals with regressive eye movements on top of the text being read. Here the number of reread words is examined, with the emphasis on the first and second landing points of regression. The qualitative analysis further scrutinized the examination from a linguistic perspective. More precisely, the qualitative analysis focused on the class of words involved in the first and the second landing points of regression, as well as on the structure and the meaning of the sentences including regressions. Before presenting our study, we will briefly explain the basic terms and findings from previous research into eye movements in reading process (Section 2). In Section 3, we shift the focus to linguistic elements. Section 4 describes the data and the method. The main section (5) consists of the quantitative and qualitative analysis and the results of the eye movement experiment. Section 6 concludes the paper.

---

\(^1\) Nouns, verbs and adjectives are considered to be ‘content words’ in this study. All the other words are categorized as ‘function words’.
2 Eye movements in the reading process

Reading involves visual processing of the words included in a text. Eye movements in reading can provide a window into the cognitive process of perception and comprehension that takes place during reading. Eye tracking provides eye movement data which demonstrate gaze behaviour in reading. A corneal reflection by infrared light can be recorded through an infrared camera attached to the eye tracker. While reading, eyes make brief jumps along the line of the text, stop for a while and again continue moving forward. Sometimes eyes also move backward. Rapid eye movements from one place to another are known as saccades, while the pauses between saccades are termed fixations. Typical fixation duration in reading an English text is 200–250 ms, and the average saccade length is 7–9 characters (Rayner 1998: 375). Figure 1 presents a typical gaze path in reading with fixations and saccades. The circles marked with numbers are fixations and the straight lines between the circles are saccades.

Figure 1. Gaze path in reading

Eyes do not move steadily forward when reading; rather, they also move backwards for rereading. Eye movements opposite to the direction of written text (right-to-left in the cases where text is read from left-to-right) along the line or movements back to previously read words and lines are called regressions. For the particular time frame in Figure 1, fixations moved forward from number one to four and then moved backward to number five before moving forward again to number six and then on to the next line.

Rereading is a natural human eye movement behaviour in reading. It can indicate an active process that serves a useful function, such as allowing readers to improve text comprehension or fill in gaps in memory about the content of the text (e.g. Levy et al. 1992). Past research has also
shown that look-backs or rereadings are often an indicator of comprehension difficulties (Rayner 1998). If the comprehension process does not proceed smoothly, readers tend to look back more. On the other hand, look-back fixations to the most important segments of the text are strategic in nature (Hyönä et al. 2002; Hyönä & Nurminen 2006). Therefore, different eye movements in reading, such as looking at the text for a long time and producing longer fixations, or looking back and rereading, could be caused by different cognitive mechanisms. Short within-word regressions may occur when the reader has difficulty processing the currently fixated word (Carpenter & Just 1983; Rayner & Duffy 1988). Longer regressions that is regressions longer than 10 characters back along the line or to another line, may occur because the reader has failed to understand the text (Carpenter & Just 1983; Rayner & Duffy 1988). Since eye movements reflect difficulties in understanding the document being read, they can also be used to automatically recognize the quality of the text by integrating gaze data from several readers (Biedert et al. 2012).

The lines of text readers look at can be divided into three regions: the foveal region (the central 2° of vision), the parafoveal region (which extends from the foveal region to about 5° on either side of fixation), and the peripheral region (which includes everything beyond the parafoveal region) (Rayner & Pollatsek 2013: 443). Rayner et al. (2006) study demonstrated the importance of preprocessing the word to the right of fixation for fluent reading: When the next word disappeared or was masked, reading was disrupted, which indicates that readers also acquire information from the parafoveal region. Consequently, different types of text representation may affect the viewing pattern. For instance, when text is displayed in scrolling mode, the absence of the word to the right of fixation may cause regressions. Romero-Fresco (2010), who has studied re-spoken live subtitles, compared scrolling mode (word-for-word) presentation to block subtitles. He found that word-for-word subtitles caused almost twice as many fixations as block subtitles, and very often the gaze went back to previous words (ibid. 187–189). Studies by Sharmin et al. (2015) and Sharmin & Wiklund (2014) found more rereading gaze behaviour in reading dynamic text using word-by-word presentation format compared to letter-by-letter format. Different study by Sharmin et al. (2012) found a larger number of regressions and longer fixation duration in reading text presented in small pieces or chunks (30 characters in length) compared to larger pieces of text (sentences or paragraphs), clearly
indicating that small textual chunks are more difficult to cognitively process.

In another reading context, while reading for translation, translation students were observed to read static source text differently from dynamic target text that they were producing (Sharmin et al. 2008). Average fixation duration was higher on the dynamic text than on the static source text.

Readers do not, however, fixate on all the words in a text. In particular, many short words are skipped over (Weger & Inhoff 2006). Consequently, foveal fixation on each word is not necessary. Previous studies have shown that content words are fixated on much more than function words (Carpenter & Just 1983; Rayner & Duffy 1988). This can be explained by the frequency and the length of the words and by parafoveal processing (Rayner & Duffy 1986; Staub & Rayner 2007). Consequently, re-fixations are also more likely to target longer words (cf. Vitu et al. 1990). Function words provide information about sentence structure and can be neglected as soon as the structure is clear (Müsseler 2003: 604).

3 A linguistic perspective on the reading process

Discourse processing is often considered to consist of three levels: 1) the surface level, 2) the propositional or textbase level (construction of propositions and their relationships), and 3) the situation or mental model level (van Dijk & Kintsch 1983). The surface level contains only the form of what has been read. The textbase level involves understanding the underlying meanings of what has been read. Finally, at the situation model level, the reader connects the information that has been read with prior knowledge in order to build inferences (van Dijk & Kintsch 1983). In our speech-to-text interpreting data, the regressions seem to be related to processing at the textbase level. That is, the regressions show which items the reader needs in order to construct a coherent meaning (cf. also Kintsch 1988; 1998). This is because, on the one hand, our readers did not only see the form of what had been read (the ‘surface level’), but they were also reading in order to understand the meaning of the text (the ‘propositional or textbase level’), and on the other, connecting information that has been read with prior knowledge (the ‘situation model level’) is a cognitive process that is not reflected by eye movements.

According to the Competition Model, a theory of cross-linguistic sentence processing, people take into account several cues contained in the
sentence context (MacWhinney & Bates 1989). These cues include such features as word order, morphology, and semantic characteristics, and are used to compute a probabilistic value for all possible interpretations. Then the interpretation that has the highest likelihood is chosen (MacWhinney & Bates 1989). Our hypothesis is that the gaze behaviour of the reader shows which cues are relevant for understanding the meaning of the text.

The purpose of the present study is qualitative in nature: that is, through analysing regression clusters, we aim to clarify the reading process of dynamic text in speech-to-text interpreting. In addition, we examine the parts of speech of the first and the second landing points of regressions during the reading of dynamic text in letter-by-letter presentation format. The first landing point is the first word on which the regression lands. The second landing point is the second word on which the regression lands – that is, it is the landing point of the saccade subsequent to the first regression. The second landing point can be both forward and backward in terms of reading direction. These were not separated in the quantitative analyses, but they were taken into account in the qualitative analyses.

4 Data and methods

4.1 Data

In the experiment, the participants read a dynamic text on a standard computer monitor. The text was a short extract from the outcome of a speech-to-text interpreting process in which a professional speech-to-text interpreter transformed a spoken conference-like presentation in Finnish into written format using the speech-to-text interpreting tool Sprintanium (Špakov 2011). The interpretation was first produced in a live situation, and afterwards rendered at a real-time pace on the screen in letter-by-letter format. The input of the interpretation was a prepared talk, and although it was freely spoken, the clause structures of the text reflect written language. Furthermore, speech-to-text interpretation tends to be more formal than the oral source text, even if the written output appearing on the screen is supposed to correspond to the spoken input as closely as possible, (for example, pronouns and particles tend to be omitted, see Tiittula 2006). Since the experiment focused on reading, the video of the original talk was not shown.²

² The setting resembles a remote interpreting situation.
Ten participants took part in the experiment, all of whom had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The average age of the participants was 29.6 years, with a standard deviation (SD) of 11.14 and an age range of 21–51 years. They were all either members of the university staff or students; they were not clients of speech-to-text interpreting. They reported computer use of an average of 5.6 hours per day with a SD of 2.27 and a range of 2–8 hours.

A Tobii T60 remote eye-tracking device was used to track the participants’ gaze on its integrated 17-inch TFT colour monitor (with 1280 x 1024 pixels resolution). Tobii Studio eye-tracking analysis software was used to collect the eye movement data. We also used the software for the observational analysis of eye movements.

4.2 Procedure and design

At the beginning of the experiment, all the participants were informed about the test procedure and a background questionnaire was carried out in order to collect information on the participants’ education, age, and work experience, etc. We also provided a post-test questionnaire including some questions related to the text and the user’s experience of reading the text. The participants were informed about the post-test questionnaire at the beginning of the test in order to motivate them to read the text carefully.

The eye tracker was then calibrated for each participant’s eyes. The distance between the eye-tracking monitor, where the text appeared, and the participant was about 60 cm. The stimulus consisted of one short text, which can be seen in Figure 2, at the end of the next section. The total number of words in the test text was 156. The number of content words was 89 (57.1%), and the number of function words 67 (42.9%). The number of nouns was 46 (29.5%).

---

3 Because the clients of speech-to-text interpreting are late deafened or hard-of-hearing, many of them are older people. In order to get reliable eye movement data, the current study investigated able bodied participants. However, we conducted a follow-up experiment with a group of hard-of-hearing subjects. There, we found it challenging to obtain eye movement data from the eye tracking system for participants over 65 years of age with thick extraocular muscles. For example, one participant had to push back the extraocular muscles with his fingers to allow the eyes to be tracked.
4.3 Eye movement data and regression landing points

The eye movements of the test participants were detected using an eye-tracking device. Slow motion video recordings of the eye movement data were carefully examined to detect the fixation points and the regression landing points of the words. In reading, the properties of the words fixated on (e.g. word frequency, word length) have been found to influence fixation duration (Liversedge et al. 2011). Prolonged fixations usually indicate more demanding cognitive processing. However, in the present study we were unable to use fixation data in our analysis. A typical velocity-based fixation algorithm considers two gaze points as belonging to the same fixation if their distance is below a specified threshold value. In the reading of static text, gaze jumps ahead in steps of typically 7–9 characters (Rayner 1998: 375), which makes it easy to distinguish fixations from each other. However, the reading process is fundamentally different in our study, in which dynamic speech-to-text interpreted text was presented in letter-by-letter format where the gaze followed the gradual appearance of letters on the screen. In such a context, the two consecutive data points produced by the eye tracker are relatively close together, making it impossible to distinguish fixations from one another. Indeed, one may question whether reading in this case is based on usual fixations at all, as it more closely resembles the smooth pursuit of emerging text (Räihä et al. 2011).

Kruger & Steyn (2013) have also noted the problem of using the standard fixation-based analysis in connection with dynamic text, and they suggest a new metric, a reading index for dynamic texts in subtitling, assuming that gaze data can be reliably classified into fixations and saccades. However, this was also unsuitable for our purposes. Therefore, we adopted a different approach, choosing to consider the number of regressions as an eye movement metric. Regressions have been used in a number of eye-movement studies. For instance, Sanders & Stern (1980) also used regression to study the effects of text characteristics, and Ashby et al. (2005) found that regression reflected the reading proficiency of readers. Furthermore, for dynamic text Specker (2008) used regression as an additional metric to support the fixation-based analysis of eye movements in subtitles.

On the basis of the video observation of eye movements, we marked several regression landing points. In order to avoid complicated and densely populated fixation points, we reprinted the landing points on the
stimuli as shown in Figure 2, with the first two regression landing points as the maximum in a row. Figure 2 thus presents some examples of the regression landing points in our data. The arrows with a solid line are used to indicate the first landing points, and the arrows with a dotted line are used to indicate the second landing points. After that, we classified the first and second landing points of the regressions of gaze according to the part of speech of the word in question.

As mentioned earlier, regressions are points where the eye movements of the subject show that s/he is rereading a part of the text. Regressions may occur when the speech-to-text interpreter pauses and no new text is visible, allowing the reader time to check the overall meaning of the text s/he has read. Nevertheless, regressive eye movements also occur in places without pauses, thereby indicating processing difficulties. In these cases, we can assume that the reader regresses until the problem is solved. These different situations (that is, whether or not there was a pause) were not separated in the quantitative analyses, but they were taken into account in the qualitative analyses.

**Figure 2.** Examples of regression landing points

---

4 The line numbers were added to the pictures afterwards in order to facilitate reference to the examples in the text.
5 Analysis and results

Eye movement videos from each participant for the first 4.5 minutes of reading were used in the analysis, this being the point at which the page began to scroll to allow continued reading. As mentioned earlier, a careful observational analysis was carried out in order to identify both the words from which the regressions or rereading started and, at the same time, the words on which the regressions landed.

5.1 Eye movements in reading speech-to-text interpreted text

All the participants read speech-to-text interpreted text that appeared letter-by-letter. As we were unable to analyse the data by means of fixation duration or fixation count (typical eye movement metrics), we continued our investigation by concentrating on the number of regressions or rereadings by each individual participant. On the basis of the regression landing points, we calculated the number of reread words on the text. Figure 3 presents the total number of reread words for each participant along with the number of words reread more than once. As can be seen, we found variation in reading among the participants in respect to the number of reread words, with participant 1 rereading almost twice as much as participant 10.

Figure 3. The number of reread words for each participant
Our stimuli consisted of speech-to-text interpreted text containing abbreviated words and spelling errors. We found that the frequency of rereading misspelled or abbreviated words was significantly higher than the frequency of rereading the other words in the text. A paired samples t-test produced a statistically significant result in this regard, with $p < .01$, $t = 3.891$ and $df = 9$. Mistyped and abbreviated words are, however, a heterogeneous group. For example, established abbreviations (e.g. *esim.* for *esimerkiks* ‘for instance’) are presumably easier to process than the complete word, whereas ad-hoc abbreviations may cause more difficulty. Nevertheless, in order to investigate this issue in greater depth, we need more data.

On the other hand, we also observed a high density of regressions beginning at the end of sentences. A paired samples t-test showed that the number of regressions starting from the last word of a sentence was significantly higher than the number of regressions starting from words in other positions in the sentence ($p < .001$, $t = 13.56$ and $df = 9$).

### 5.2 Analysing regression landing points

As mentioned earlier, we examined the words at the first two regression points, with our data consisting of a total of 109 regression clusters. All ten informants were represented in the regression cluster data, as well as in all the other figures provided in this article. Analysis revealed individual differences between participants in the number of regressions. The number of regression clusters per participant varied from 8 to 16, with the average number of regression clusters per participant being 10.9.

We analysed the first and second landing points of the regression clusters, with the sum of the first and the second landing points being 218 ($= 109 + 109$), by sorting them according to parts of speech.

When we considered both the first and the second landing points of the regressions together, we found that the first or the second landing point was a noun in 74.3% (81) of cases, even though only 29.5% (46) of all words in the data were nouns.

Figure 4 below presents the percentage distributions for first and second landing points involving nouns for all the participants.
When the first or second landing point was not a noun, it was most likely to be a verb or an adjective. In 90.8% (99) of cases, the first or second landing point was a content word. This is interesting because only 57.1% (89) of the words in the data were content words. Figure 5 presents the distribution of first two regression landing points on content words for all the participants.

**Figure 4.** Percentages of regression landing points involving nouns

When the first or second landing point was not a noun, it was most likely to be a verb or an adjective. In 90.8% (99) of cases, the first or second landing point was a content word. This is interesting because only 57.1% (89) of the words in the data were content words. Figure 5 presents the distribution of first two regression landing points on content words for all the participants.

**Figure 5.** Percentages of regression landing points on content words
Function words, in turn, were rarely regression landing points: the first or the second landing point was a function word in only 9.2% (10) of cases, even though 42.9% (67) of the words in the data were function words.

Although less than 30% of the words in the text were nouns, a one-way ANOVA found that the first regression landing point was more likely to occur on a noun than on any other category of words. The finding is significant, with $p < .001$ and $F_{1,19} = 31.937$ (Figure 6). Average percentage number of nouns as a first regression landing point is 12.4 while the number is 4.7 for the other words with variances 14.8 and 3.6 respectively.

**Figure 6.** Percentage of nouns and other words at the first regression landing points by participant, with standard deviation error bars

In contrast, for the second landing points, nouns were no longer the primary targets, thus demonstrating that in regressive reading the first landing point is more likely to be noun than is the second landing point (Figure 7). This difference was statistically significant ($p < .01$, and $F_{1,19} = 11.929$). Average percentage number of nouns as a second landing point is 6.7 with variance 12. However, if we combine both the first and the second landing points, we still see that nouns are the most significant targeted words as landing points ($p < .001$, and $F_{1,19} = 78.193$).
Figure 7. Percentage of nouns at the first and the second landing points with standard deviation error bars.

One explanation for the high proportion of nouns as primary landing points could be word length (cf. Vitu et al. 1990). In our data the mean word length of nouns was 9.2 characters, compared to 7.9 characters for other content words and 3.9 characters for function words.

5.3 Linguistic description of regression landing points

We will now present some examples illustrating different situations where regression clusters occur in the whole dataset, including the test results of all ten informants. The situations selected as examples provide a quantitative perspective on the different cases presented in our quantitative analyses. In addition, the aim of the examples is to present a variety of contexts in which regression clusters occur and to find possible explanations for the eye movement. In the linguistic analysis we used both pictures of the regression landing points (cf. Figure 2) and videos showing each participant’s eye movements.

In our data, the first landing point of a regression was a noun in 52.3% (57) of cases. For instance, in example 1 (Autismi johtuu useista tekijöistä. Konsensusta ei ole, mutta perimä on 1 tekijä. ‘Autism is caused by several factors. There is no consensus, but genotype is 1 factor.’, line 05), the first landing point was a noun. As the arrow in Figure 8 shows, the gaze first went to the word autismi (‘autism’), which is a noun. Then it returned to the starting point – that is, to the word tekijä (‘factor’), which is also a noun.
The context of Example 1 is given in Figure 9.

After the last word, *tekijä* ‘factor’, a longer pause occurred, and the test subject stopped reading and fixated on ‘factor’. The pause continued, with no new text visible, so the gaze jumped to the beginning of the line, landing on the first word (‘autism’), which is a noun as well as the subject of the sentence and the topic of the whole line. From ‘autism’ the gaze returned to the end of the line, to ‘factor’. Here, the reader seemed to be trying to establish a coherent representation or confirm the overall meaning of the sequence in which the missing link must be inferred between the first and the second sentences (‘Autism is caused by several factors.’ and ‘There is no consensus, but the genotype is 1 factor.’, line 05). The eye movement from the beginning to the end of the line can, however, have another explanation: the reader may have been checking to see whether the text would continue. However, on the video it can be seen that the text did not continue, and the gaze jumped once more to ‘autism’ and from there to the beginning of the next line, where new text began to appear.
The first landing point was the closest noun in 33.0% (36) of cases. In Example 2 (Aivoissa ei ole samanlaista kehityskoodausta kuin ei-autistisilla. ‘In the brain there is not the same kind of developmental coding as in the brain of non-autistic individuals.’, line 12), regression began from the word samanlaista (‘the same kind of’), and the first landing point was the word aivoissa (‘in the brain’), which is the closest noun. After that, the gaze returned towards the starting point of the regression and then passed it (cf. Figure 10). Next, the gaze stopped at the compound kehityskoodausta (‘developmental coding’), which is also a noun.

Figure 10. Example 2

Figure 11 shows the context of Example 2.
The word *samanlaista* (‘the same kind’, line 12) needs a head word, which was sought in the nearest preceding noun, *aivoissa* (‘in the brain’, line 12), the landing point of the regression. This noun cannot be the headword because it is in the inessive case, which expresses location. Thus, the gaze returned to the starting point, followed the emerging text, and stopped at the next noun, which is the head word of ‘the same kind’. The difficulty of this sentence is due to its lack of coherence: because of omissions, the previous sentences in the line are neither connected nor linked to the prior text.

In Example 3 (*Amerikassa on jopa uskonnollisia ryhmitymiä, jotka ajaa tätä asiaa*). ‘In America there are even religious groups that champion this cause.’, line 09), the first landing point was the word *ryhmitymiä* (‘groups’), which is also a noun (cf. Figure 12). After the first landing point, the regression continued in the same direction until it reached the auxiliary verb *on* (‘are’), appearing three words earlier.
The context of Example 3 is presented above in Figure 11.

At the end of the line, a long pause occurred during which the described eye movements took place. The last words (tätä asiaa, ‘this cause/issue’) are anaphoric, referring to something earlier in the text. The regressive eye movement stopped at the closest noun (ryhmittymiä, ‘groups’), which is the head word of the relative clause. According to Staub & Rayner (2007), short or frequently occurring words (such as jotka, ‘that’, and ajaa, literally ‘drive’ in the relative clause) can be skipped, whereas unpredictable words are fixated on for longer. The phrase uskonnollisia ryhmittymiä (‘religious groups’) can be regarded as unpredictable in the context of autism, especially because the sentence is not explicitly connected to the prior sentence (‘In Japan, vaccinations were stopped, but autism has still increased.’). From this point the gaze regressed further, landing on the auxiliary verb on (‘are’), which is one of the most frequent words and very short; the long fixation on this place can be explained by the linguistic processing of the overall meaning of the sentence. Even though the meaning of the lexical entities have been processed, constructing a coherent discourse representation can be difficult. The video showed that after this the gaze moved further back to the adverbial phrase Amerikassa (‘in America’), then returned to the verb of the relative clause (‘champion’), where it stopped. The gaze then continued to the end of the sentence and jumped to the beginning of the new line as soon as new text began to appear.

In Example 4 (Se viittaav keskushermoston kehityshäiriöihin, eli niihin lasketaan autismi ja aspegrenin5 oireyhtymä. ‘It indicates developmental disorders of the central nervous system, that is they include autism and Asperger’s syndrome’, lines 01–02), the first landing point was the word aspegrenin (‘aspegren’s’), which is the closest noun to the starting point oireyhtymä (‘syndrome’) (cf. Figure 13). (The first landing point was also the closest noun in Examples 2 and 3.) After the word aspegrenin, the gaze returned to the starting point of the regression.

5 Here the interpreter makes a mistake: the speaker said Asperger’s, not aspegren’s.
Figure 14 shows the context of Example 4.

The object of the last clause consists of a noun (‘autism’) and a noun phrase (**aspergrenin oireyhtymä**, ‘aspergren’s syndrome’, line 02). ‘Autism’ is the topic of the talk and part of the theme of the last sentence; accordingly, it should be easy to process, whereas ‘aspergren’s’ seemingly caused difficulties, as it is a medical term, an infrequent word and, additionally, mistyped. The last word, **oireyhtymä** (‘syndrome’), is a compound (‘symptom’ + ‘group’). According to Hyönä & Pollatsek (1998; also Pollatsek & Hyönä 2005), the frequency of the first morpheme influences fixation. In our example, the reader seems to have been able to anticipate the end of the compound, since s/he did not wait for its appearance but
regressed from *oireyh-* to the attribute (‘aspergren’s’), a word which must be understood in order to comprehend the whole noun phrase.

The first landing point was a content word in 76.1% (83) of the cases. In the fifth example (*Paljon on puhuttu MPM -rokotteista (?)*, että nämä tuottais autismin. ‘There has been a lot of discussion about MPM vaccines (?) that they would cause autism.’, line 07) (cf. Figure 15), the first landing point was the verb *tuottais* (‘would produce’, i.e. ‘cause’), which is a content word as well as the closest word to the starting point of the regression. This is the case in 43.1% (47) of the regressions.

**Figure 15.** Example 5

![Diagram: Example 5](image)

The context of Example 5 is presented in Figure 11.

In Example 5, the regressive eye movement took place from the last word of the clause (‘autism’) to the previous verb *tuottais* (‘would produce’). The subject of the clause is *nämä* (‘these’), which refers to vaccines. Vaccine/vaccination less frequently collocates with ‘produces’ than, say, ‘protects’, and thus the clause is less predictable, which perhaps explains the regression.

Example 6 (*Amerikk tutkija kutsuu sitä “pommiksi” joka räjähtää*, ‘An American researcher calls it a “bomb” that will explode’, line 12) presents another instance where the first landing point was the closest content word. Here, the regression started from the word *räjähtää* (‘explode’) and first landed on the noun “*pommiksi*” (‘a “bomb”’), which is the closest content word and also the closest noun. The second landing point was the verb *kutsuu* (‘calls’), appearing two words earlier (cf. Figure 16).

---

6 This sentence also contains a small mistake by the interpreter, because the speaker is obviously talking about MPR vaccines and not about MPM vaccines.

7 E.g., a simple Google search produces 7860 hits for the collocation *rokote suojaa* ‘vaccination protects’, 1120 hits for *rokote aiheuttaa* ‘causes’, and only 137 hits for *rokote tuottaa* ‘produces’.
Figure 16. Example 6

12 Amerikk tutkija kutsuu sitä "pommiuki" joka räjähtää.

Figure 17 presents the context of Example 6. Prior to the regression, the relative pronoun *joka* (‘that’) was misprinted and corrected, causing a longer fixation on the clause. The end of the predicate was not yet visible (but was presumably predictable) when the regression started. It landed on the head word *pommiuki* (‘a bomb’), the closest content word. Though the noun is in quotation marks, indicating metaphoric use, constructing a coherent discourse meaning can still be difficult, since due to omissions the sentence was not connected with the previous text. From the noun, the regression continued to the verb *kutsuu* (‘calls’), which confirms the metaphoric use of ‘bomb’. At this point, the processing of the sentence seemed to be complete, since, as can be seen on the video, the gaze moved to the beginning of the next sentence.

Figure 17. The context Example 6
6 General findings and conclusions

Rayner (1998: 375) observed that content words are fixated on more often (85% of the time) than function words. Our present analytical approach, from a linguistic perspective, supports these findings. A study by Sharmin et al. (2015) found three different types of gaze behaviour among the participants in reading dynamic text on the basis of fixation frequency and rereading. Although there exists variation in reading behaviour, we found consistency in regression landing points. We analysed fixated words in rereading, hence regression landing points. Our results demonstrated that in reading speech-to-text interpreted text, the first and second landing points in regressions are mostly content words (in 90.8% cases), even though the proportion of content words in the whole data set was only 57.1%. Therefore, the same lexical hierarchy that concerns fixations seems to apply to the landing points of regressions.

O’Grady’s findings on language acquisition (1987) suggest that nouns are ‘primary’ elements of language because they are characterized by autonomous meaning and function. Their referents are perceptively distinct and coherent, whereas verbs, for instance, have a more fragmented meaning. The referents of verbs are not ‘present’ in the perceptive field as concretely as the referents of nouns (Gentner 1982; Maratsos 1991; Caselli et al. 1995). Therefore, O’Grady (1987) considers verbs and adjectives to be ‘secondary’ elements. They depend on a relationship to at least one primary element. Function words, in turn, are ‘tertiary’ elements, because they depend on a relationship to at least one secondary element. The same lexical hierarchy that characterizes language acquisition seems to apply to our data. Thus, our test subjects sought primary and secondary elements of language in order to construct the meaning of what they had just read. Nouns, which are primary elements, were the most likely landing points of regressions. Nouns were, however, longer words than other content words and function words, which may also have influenced the results. Nevertheless, the landing points of regressions reflect the cognitive processing of language through which meaning is constructed.

Speech-to-text interpreted text is dynamic text which can be displayed through scrolling, as was the case in our experiment. Regressions typically occur during pauses, and pauses enable rereading. Speech-to-text

---

8 Furtner’s & Sachse’s (2007) results are similar to ours concerning the importance of the noun for the improvement of text comprehension.
interpreted text is also a special kind of dynamic text because (depending on the methods and tools) omissions and typing errors frequently occur. Our pilot study shows how this affects reading and impedes processing of the text. Omissions lead to incoherence; in many cases, the connection of an element to the previous text was unclear. Accordingly, lack of coherence seems to be a typical cause of regressions. Further possible causes are difficult concepts, infrequent words and unpredictable collocations. Misspellings and ad-hoc abbreviations may also cause regressions and slow the speed of text processing.

Due to the difference between speech rate and writing speed, speech-to-text interpreters are under the constant pressure of time. Accordingly, condensation of the message is necessary. Consequently, many words are omitted or if not omitted, the interpreter risks finishing sentences with increasing delay. According to our earlier research, omitted words are often particles, connectors and pronouns, that is, omissions tend to follow the lexical hierarchy. The results of our pilot study indicate that this can be a reasonable condensation strategy. By mainly reducing tertiary language elements, the interpreter can speed up typing and try to render the primary elements.

The results may also have implications for other types of dynamic texts used in different forms of translation, media presentations and computer-mediated communication. Consciousness of lexical hierarchy may help text producers improve the presentation of dynamic texts or condense the spoken message. The presentation of dynamic texts could be improved, for example, by highlighting the primary elements and by only reducing tertiary language elements.
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